
Customary
These details will be worked out before applicants make their final commitment, and

there are some aspects which the Community members together may choose to

adjust during the year. Other parts remain fixed.

The items are intended to give a flavour of the kind of areas that the Community Rule

will address in detail – these are only examples and not a final wording:

We commit to particular patterns of prayer, whether resident or non-

resident

We manage intimacy and integrity with one another during this year,

avoiding creating any exclusive relationships within the Community

refraining from sexual activity, unless a married couple

making use of the regular opportunities to be reconciled with one

another: to ask forgiveness and give it and learn how we may change our

ways.

We share what material resources we may have and bring to the Community

Residents: use of private funds is worked out so that our assets ‘outside

the walls’ do not create distinctions within the Community

Non-residents: we are transparent and accountable to someone for how

we use our personal funds.

Non-resident members commit to be present and engaged with the

activities of the Community to a degree not less than we would commit to an

employment.
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Resident members will be expected to be present with his/her brothers and

sisters in the Community, except when excused for some weighty reason.

Other areas that will be covered:

the level of simplicity of life and self-denial, to which we commit

the use and non-use of computers/internet/phones

times and patterns of common, personal and silent prayer

participation in Sunday worship (in a church to be chosen by the member

and his/her Spiritual Accompanier)

expectations on social and other commitments outside of the Community

our sharing in service to one another and chores within the Community
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